
This week, Richard Haney continued our series on the Ten Commandments by preaching on the 8th 
Commandment: “You Shall Not Steal.” 

READ
Exodus 20:15
Ephesians 4:25-29

REFLECT
1. Richard began the sermon by talking about how people associate different characteristics with God in the 

Old Testament and God in the New Testament as a way to frame the helpfulness or utility of the law. 
Richard described the law as a “fence” or “line” to keep us appropriate boundaries and a “mirror” that 
shows us where we are clean and where we are unclean. What significance does this have for you? 

2. Richard talked about the second table and it’s alignment toward how we love our neighbors. How might 
not stealing be important in loving your neighbor well? 

3. Richard expanded on our understanding of stealing by talking about “the wideness of the 8th 
Commandment.” How wide is this commandment? Richard talked about different ways that stealing can 
manifest in our lives. What are the ways you desire to take things from other or profit off of others? 

4. What does generosity mean to you?

PRAY
+ Confess to God how we overvalue our possessions. 
+ Ask God to help us navigate our professional lives with an eye towards stealing. 
+ Thank God for providing a path away from our desire for more. 
+ Pray for renewal in our Church, our Community, and our City. 

PRACTICE
+ Richard talked about how we could understand this commandment applying to capitalism stealing money 

from others through profit, stealing joy from others through selfishness, and many other possible 
manifestations. Spend some time reflecting on your life and try to diagnose the ways you’ve stolen from 
others. When you’ve named some of these instances, spend time trying to come up with a strategy to 
move from taking to giving, from stealing to sharing. 

+ Richard quoted Wendell Berry, Flannery O’Connor, David Brooks, and the Book of Philemon to talk about 
the importance of being a part of a community in order to counteract the dark idols that lead us to 
stealing. How can you further invest in community and utilize that group as a strength in abiding this 
commandment? 


